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Interdisciplinary machine learning projects

seriously creative

creatively serious



Who am I

Artificial intelligence specialist, milch&zucker

Privatdozentin at Justus Liebig University of Giessen
Lectures „KI Anwenden und Verstehen“

Researcher, Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies
Group „Deep Thinkers“ (Horst Stöcker)
PI “Sensor Systems” (with K. Zhou, J. Steinheimer)
TL “DL4CP”
PI “AI for competence oriented matching in HR” 



Machine Learning briges
physics theory, experiment, language, law…

Our tools – tensorflow, keras libraries.

One can also use scikit-learn, R, 
pytorch, fasttext or write custom.



What is intelligence



Deep Learning revolution

AI is „A core, transformative way by wich we‘re rethinking how we‘re doing
everything.“  Sundar Pichai, CEO Google



Machine learning





Grain of salt



Classifikation supervised



Linear regression
– optimal for gaussian, random
distributions, statistical errors



Reality check
– systematical errors, non-radnomness, 
non-linearity





Neuron



Convolutional neural networks: Kernel





Convolutional neural networks



Natural neural networks – CNN?



What does a computer „see“



Classification: phases of matter



Importance map

Long-Gang Pang, Kai Zhou, Nan Su, Hannah Petersen, Horst Stöcker & Xin-Nian
Wang, Nature Communications 9, 210 (2018)



Observable engineering



Unsupervised clustering



Natural language processing: 
two, too, to…



AI

seriously creative

creatively serious

To optimize
the matching
of jobs to
candidates
(Project KIKOMA).

Market analysis
Talent analysis
Augmented writing



Recruit-O-Mat at Jobstairs.de 
Famulant = Clinical clerkship / internship / residence (med)



Recruit-O-Mat at Jobstairs.de 



Augmented writing, 

Jobstairs.de 

80   



Generating new (GAN)
GENERATIVE ADVERSARY NETWORKS



None of these people has ever existed



Generation



GAN-generating configurations



Solutions:

 AI allows online decoding of underlying physics 
for the event selection, with controlled accuracy

 AI-algorithms for frequent recalibration and 
quality control of detector sub-systems 

 Great speed-up of tracking and realignment 
algorithms by AI-optimisation

Challenges at the new FAIR collider:

 105-107 collisions per second, high data flux

 High radiation load, aging

 Many particles/tracks per collision

AI for (future) Detectors



o An algorithm will be trained to distinguish “useful” 
pad-signal from “noise” based on patterns of 
the ADC wave front from pads or clusters.  

AI for calibration

Work in progress: O. Linnyk, N. Davis, A. Rybicki



Training and test data



Predictions



Usage in Ar+Sc data taking



Quality control



Quality control



Work in progress: O. Linnyk, W. Bryliński, M. Gaździcki, 
N. Davis, A. Rybicki

Perspective: online calibration

NA61 TPCs record hits, if individual pads are activated.

But during operation, a fraction of the registered activated

clusters (hits) is actually noise and will not be part

of any track.

Thus the tracking routines provide us “labels” for training.

After the training is done, the decisions on 
the pad signals in fast. If AI labels a particular “hit” 
as fake with high enough certainty (for instance 95%),
than it can be removed from tracking.



Thank you for your attention

Thanks to:

H. Stöcker, 

K. Zhou, 

J. Steinheimer, 

W. Bryliński, 

M. Gaździcki, 

N. Davis, 

A. Rybicki,

J. Kohl, 

I. Teetz

Other machine learning topics in our group:

„AI-Judge“ 

Earthquake prediction

Prediction of power prices

Collaborations welcome!





Convolutional neural networks: Kanten


